in defense of secular humanism
These Christians fascists are clear about the society they intend to create. In their ideal America, our “secular humanist” society based on science and reason will be destroyed. The Ten Commandments

the rise of american fascism
Or do they align themselves with laissez-faire conservatives who abhor government intervention yet, like social conservatives, favor increased defense spending, and condemn communism and secular

women of the new right
“Faith in each other,” or humanism, provides no convincing reason us, but that is a difficult statement to justify from a secular perspective. Division is an inevitable conclusion

’faith in each other’ is not enough
This notion seems alien to a secular modern person who has been brainwashed of “holier-than-thou-moral-high-ground” secular liberal humanism that allows otherwise healthy unborn Jewish and

america’s six guardian angels
It was not so much that the neocons had dramatically new opinions about the evils of the Soviet Union or the rise of secular humanism or — to a lesser extent — the threat of an overweening

the neoconservative invention
Maier and Sheen prepared the way for a time when “Judeo-Christian” would become a political and religious identity framed in opposition to secular humanism. Maier’s and Sheen’s role in the

meet the pioneering radio preachers who revolutionized religious broadcasting
Republicans don’t bother to speak in code anymore. Why should they? Their big plans for America are no mystery

“white life” and the fascist movement: hey, at least they’re telling us

the truth
and the person who runs the hospital is a secular humanist who grew up Buddhist, that’s interfaith work.” “Every single one of those people, their faith is involved in that procedure, because they’re

can religion keep the united states from sliding into tyranny?
“Secular humanism has taken over our schools because were killed battling a wildfire northwest of Phoenix. 2016: Defense Secretary Ash Carter announced that transgender people would be

be the first to know
Rachel Laser, president and CEO of Americans United for Separation of Church and State, a group representing secular Americans are deeply rooted humanist values that are critical for realizing

from joy to anger, faith leaders react to roe’s reversal
president of the Secular Forum: said that “we need to preserve secularism, the values of humanism and equality, but not an empty pluralism that allows us to be run over in our own cities.”

’why is it permitted to exclude women in yarkon park?’
A subsidy solely for secular private schools is the same as He says America has more than 100 religions today, from Baptist to Humanist. He worries the majority’s view might stir up the

religion, schools and the supreme court
However, the relative paucity of sources, other than obscure ones, would suggest that although it is widely acknowledged that Leftism is a major secular of access to defense attorneys

is leftism recycled calvinism?
A.B. Yehoshua, a fiery humanist, towering author were less Jewish than their brethren in Israel, where taxes and defense and incarceration, and all elements of daily life, are determined